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This three volume book series is published for
the ‘Lapses’ project that is exhibited in the Pavilion of Turkey
within the scope of the 53rd International Art Exhibition,
La Biennale di Venezia.
Üç ciltlik bu kitap serisi, 53. Uluslararas› Sanat Sergisi,
Venedik Bienali kapsam›nda Türkiye Pavyonu’nda sergilenen
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The three-volume Lapses book series has documented the research, development,
and production phases of the project developed for the Pavilion of Turkey at the
53rd Venice Biennale. Now, the fourth volume intends to document the realization
of the project in Venice through images and brief feedbacks from curators, artists,
architects, writers, and academicians who have visited the pavilion. These feedbacks
reflect on and respond to the works, artists, their methodologies, curatorial
approach, and conceptual basis, along with the statement of the pavilion as a
structure, spatial indications, and discursive aspects in a critical framework.
The entire project was built on the questionings of memory. I thoroughly believe
that documentation through the input of the audience/users/viewers is capable of
completing the curatorial memory of the project. In 2009, during a conversation
with Daniel Birnbaum at the Global Art Forum in Dubai, Hans Ulrich Obrist drew
attention to amnesia by referring to Eric Hobsbawn’s “protest against forgetting”,
particularly in regard to exhibition history. Despite the fact that we live in a
moment where we are surrounded by overloaded information, “the quantity of this
incredible information does not mean that it also produces more memory”. Hence,
this last book carries the intention of recording the afterimage of the Lapses project
as the last memory of the pavilion, which no longer exists.
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The entire course of the Lapses project, as of the moment when I received a phone
call from the director of IKSV asking me to propose a project for the Venice Biennale
as one of the four appointed curators in 2008, up until the present - within the
attempt of publishing the fourth book in 2010, has been a challenging learning
process for me. I sincerely learned a lot. About the local perspectives. About the
international divergence. About people. About art markets. About Venice. About
Istanbul.
]&   *$   $W  $( X  ( 
able to turn the tables on all constrains and limitations that came with parts of the
project, and to have processed them within the conceptual framework as a team.
Starting from asking for a ground in Arsenale to the realization of the architectural
design, from the production of the works to the publishing of the three books,
from our bold operations within the no-budget situation to our reactions to the
unpredictable non-material supports, we have all learned a lot.
Right after the biennale opening in 2009, during the ‘Out of the Blue’ symposium in
Ijburg, I was asked to summarize my experience of being the curator of the Pavilion
of Turkey in the Venice Biennale. I remember not so calculated words coming out
of my mouth: “It was the most productive and at the same time the most destructive
error* that I have ever made in my art venture. But I would do the same thing again
if I had the chance to go back in time. Now, I am able to define clearly who I am as a
curator and where I belong”.
However, nothing would have changed even I had calculated my words; I owe a lot
to this error.
*One definition given by Dictionary.com [Unabridged Based on the Random House Dictionary,
© Random House, Inc. 2006] for the word “lapses” is “an error, often of a trivial sort: a lapse of
memory”.
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There are two buildings that are similar to one another in Venice and Istanbul. While
they both resemble all the other buildings in their respective neighborhoods from
the outside, they withhold palaces in their interiors. The facades fulfill the task of a
camouflage of sorts and render these magnificent buildings invisible. These shabby
facades enable the owners to flamboyantly entertain their worthy guests indoors
without attracting the attention of the neighborhood.
We didn’t have a resplendent building hidden behind a facade in Venice. Instead, our
space was transparent. It was a modest space, devoid of exterior ambitions that did not
hide the inside from the outside. The state, having partially sponsored the pavilion, put
no restrictions on the concept of the works.
I believe that, as the Pavilion of Turkey team for the 2009 Venice Biennial, we exceeded
in keeping up our end in collective effort. As a matter of fact, the positive feedback
that came from the international milieu was an indicator of this. We kept up our end,
but what about Turkey? If this was a matter of representing the country, should the
responsibility have been laid on the shoulders of a single coordinator from a foundation?
Is it possible to form cooperative efforts between institutions? How can a tangible and
financial balance be established between the physical conditions of the previous and
upcoming biennial? How can the experience from a previous biennial be conveyed to
the next? Can preparations start earlier? These are the questions that need to be asked
for future participation at the Venice Biennial.
There is something that needs to be decided on first: Does Turkey require representation
at Venice with a pavilion? If so, why? If the answer is affirmative, it should be done
with everyone’s support. There may have been large-scale sponsorship agreements
in the past, and there may be more in the future. But let’s not forget that the country
represented at Venice is and will be the same country. It’s time to give up hiding behind
facades of extravagant practices, and start making long-termed, transparent plans.
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A faint heart never won a fair lady. Don’t jump from the frying pan into the fire.
False friends are worse than open enemies. Fools rush in where angels fear to tread.
Two heads are better than one. In times of prosperity friends will be plenty, in times
of adversity, not one in twenty. Debt is the slavery of the free. Catch not the shadow
and lose the substance. If the blind lead the blind, both shall fall into the ditch. The
pitcher that goes too often to the well is broken at last. Everyone must row with the
>     &  $   $ 
Beggars can’t be choosers. Cross the stream where it is shallowest. Every ass loves to
hear himself bray. Don’t cut off your nose to spite your face. Elbow grease gives the
best polish.
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A current trend in contemporary art asserts itself through an idea of looking back in
time, revisiting a past event, an exhibition, or a significant moment in contemporary
art. However, this return to the past embodies remarkable differences between a
reconstruction or a reenactment of a past event and a critical examination of a past
event. While the first approach often corresponds to an aesthetic preoccupation with
a nostalgic twist, the second aims decidedly to underscore the past event’s legacy in
present time.
I hope that this book will create an open platform accommodating critical reflections
of the writers, and eventually enable a constructive discussion herewith.
On a larger perspective, I do hope that this looking back in time can be seized
as an opportunity to investigate the ways in which contemporary art is made,
experienced, and discussed both in Turkey and beyond, as well as serve as a means
in coming to terms with these conditions in the present day and how they can be
brought to/reshaped in the future.
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The old military armory and logistic structural complexes hosting the Venice Biennial - shortly known as ‘Arsenale’- has, throughout the years, seen the development
of a venue for high profile art displays. The budgets of the works inside the Arsenale
have attained an unquestionable permanence and authority due to the profile of
the visitors. It has gained significance in not only becoming an arena of displaying
contemporary art, but also where art is produced.
The Pavilion of Turkey at the 53rd International Art Exhibition of the Venice Biennial
was incorporated into the spatial permanence within these ‘significant’ structural
and historical complexes, and became the subject of a temporary invasion. More
interestingly, this structure was the military operations center in Venice that made
her a naval force in the Mediterranean. When the Turks started to show presence in
the Mediterranean, swift battleships called galleasses were built in order to keep up
with this emerging military and commercial competition.
The fast and swift galleass ships were built with wooden frames in accordance with
the technology of the time. Fast and inexpensive production was crucial in gaining
advantage over numbers at sea. Although there was no mechanization, serial
production was utilized. Under these circumstances, it was only possible for a ship
to have an optimal life span, no more no less. If the ship was not wrecked, burnt,
or sunk in battle during the anticipated time frame, it got beyond repair by its own
means.
Just like a galleass, the Pavilion of Turkey at the 53rd International Art Exhibition
of the Venice Biennial was conveyed as an optimal operation. It was put up in the
shortest time possible, with minimal labor and material using the quickest and
cheapest construction means refined by industrialization. When looked from the
outside, it gave the parasitic impression of a shabbily built support shack thought out
through perfunctory sketches. The structure existed as a temporary addition to one
of the most notable structures in the Arsenale complex, and therefore in the whole
art infrastructure.
The Pavilion of Turkey did not burn down, shatter, or sink; however it quickly
deteriorated as anticipated. As a structure built by simply draping wooden
panels over load-bearing metal components, it conveyed transience rather than
permanence, ease of installation rather than durability. With abrasive factors such
as rain, humidity, difference in temperature and run of visitors, it was designed to
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withstand tenable quality only for a certain period of time, become dissolute after
$      &*         *
hiding this ‘planned dissolution’, it drew attention to its own uncanny nature.
With its uncanny existence, the pavilion instigated a rupture within the historical
framework of the Arsenale. It became a sort of alien life form that had secured
itself a place both in the experiences of visitors, and within a space where artistic
and logistic conditions of passages had been debated. It stood not as a result of
architectural design or any aesthetic concord, but solely on dynamics of survival.
However, the structure further revealed its optimal nature when inspected from
 ($    &QQ CQ 
than capable of accommodating the complex artistic infrastructure of the Venice
Biennial. All physical requirements such as air-conditioning and lighting, as well
as the cultural expectations of the art milieu were sustained. The ‘white cube’
conditions were met in almost all instances except for a few exceptions. The
pavilion also displayed traces of its own production at the interface between the two
exhibited works, negotiating the tension as a dynamic dichotomy. The scaffolding
that allowed observation, but not transition, had established itself as part of the
spatial construct.
While it was culturally part of the Biennial with its compliance with the spatial
requirements for the works to be displayed, the pavilion demonstrated its conditions
of absolutely minimal production within the physical environment of the Biennial.
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Waiting at an airport just to go to another. Currencies used at airports, the language
spoken, security checks, people moving about, people being searched... Could all
these ‘disconnected’ airports on earth actually be, at another level, fragments of the
same country, even the same city? And then I think of the ‘home’ I will be arriving
at, after I get to the second airport. Is ‘home’ not sought when in more ‘stable’ places
rather than in transient non-places such as airports?
>+"Exploded City forms relationships on different levels with urban
memory, hence individual and social memory. We could say that structurally, the
Exploded City shares the same language as the aforementioned airports. However
it differs from emotionally void non-places* Q +"&  
city is by no means a transient / transitional city, not only because of its emotional
intensity but also because it’s a city that has existed in the past; given its utopic
approach, will exist in the future; but a the same time will never exist in reality.
K   *  Q]Q
memory—in which information is stored. It is the cold and distanced official
institutions such as the registry office, the housing department and the municipality
which both form and in a sense keep an arithmetic memory of that utopic space
where the individual feels ‘at home’ as s/he is looking through the cracks of its still
existing, yet-to-explode walls. The authorized state organs record in this impassive,
arithmetic memory not just homes—homes loaded by individuals of society with
sentiments and memories—but non-places/transitional spaces such as airports as
well.
 $  +$Catalogue can be perceived as a reflection of suffocating official
agencies on another plane. Although each and every official record held by the state
belongs to an individual, their multiplicity renders the individual anonymous as s/
he gets lost among these state records. Practically infinite amounts of fragmented
photographs of desolate state agencies and public establishments, of the interior
and exterior of buildings bring about this anonimity. At the same time, the viewer,
making choices by her/his own will, renders the boring state-like space of the
exhibition, which is made up of boring shelves and tables, into a personal space by
filling out boring official forms--thus enabling individual legitimation. Catalogue
stands between this anonimity and individual legitimation.
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+"Exploded City  +$Q   Q&  
serenity, and restlessness. As each frame forms the memory of a certain instance
of the past, it is also situated in a transient space in a completely different plane,
archive, memory that exists in the now and will exist in a future memory created by
the images to be arbitrarily chosen by the viewers visiting the pavillion.
 Q  *+"   +$ &$  *
in the Turkey Pavillion at the Venice Biennial, have a certain significance in social
memory as well, because of their structure and positioning in a transient space.
Situated at the Arsenale at a transient spot closest to the canal, the pavillion turns
a non-place into a place. While the structure leans on the Arsenale - receiving its
support, being a later add-on, it is also very obviously an outsider.
In our effort to go from unstable places to places where we hope to attain serenity,
in transitions from non-places to places, during voyages when we hope to get
‘home’ after airports, in a constant search for the non-existant, we are perhaps in
 *QQ   (    +"  
bury the pain by creating a city as if none of those tribulations had taken place,
($  $* $&(   +$*( (
viewer with photographs in a governmental office environment, and then allows for
making one’s own ‘serene’ choice. Shadowed by all these reflections, the pavillion
itself creates a certain space for both the artists and the curator over the issues of
existing and then no longer existing, imagining and suppressing, being alwayspresent and being forgotten, being permanent and transient and in the end places
the viewer in a position of witness, interpreter and participant of the conversations
between the works and the space.
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Dear Basak,
I know I promised I would send you the text before the deadline, but starting to
write this article has been extremely difficult and putting such a strain on the way
I interact with everyone... I have been doing my best, taking an enormous amount
of notes and articulating a few, apparently good, metaphors about what seems to
be going on, but the sight of my laptop’s keyboard just brings me to this odd state of
intellectual numbness...
Also, I would like to thank you for the tips on the local gastronomy and traditional
customs. However, and despite how charming and entertaining the combination of
* Q     (W** ! CK( @ 
 (X$  (  $11   
again. Being the capital adds a whole new vibrant set of distinctive features to the
cultural bearings of this place... for instance, new life seems to have been bred into
the cultural scene with the opening of the new building of the Museum of Obsolete
Strategies, right next to the relocated Tikrit Museum. Dedicated to collecting,
  &  &  &  ( W  $Q * 
obsolete is somehow connected to a transitory and reversible state of “memory”,
Q $   &$ &  &
 QQ R SX
ways of thinking, doing and making, it constitutes a renewed reason for modest
pride amongst the more cosmopolitan of the city dwellers.
Not far from the museum, across the square, is something that also caught my eye,
and that I will have to visit urgently: the Centre for Fictional Studies. The building,
shared with the National Library and next to the United Nations Building, isn’t
at all exciting from an architectural point of view, but the main entrance has an
inscription that I was told translates into “All that is solid melts into air”. Even if
I did immediately enjoy the “Marx quoted by Berman quoted by this academic
research institution” aspect of such an inscription, what really interested me was the
few words grafitted before and after the inscription. Obviously unable to read them,
my temporary host/guide/translator, the Director of the Centre himself, explained
that those graffited words changed the entire sentence to the amusing “If all that is
solid melts into air, why are we still here?”. I’m sure that knowing me like you do,
you can imagine what it produced in my quasi-delirious imagination...
Apparently these two institutions, one cultural and the other academical, have been
collaborating in what seems a sort of ideological re-engineering of the cultural and
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historical landscape of the city - and country at large... I haven’t been quite able to
perceive in which ways they’re doing it, or how, and no one really knows how to
explain it precisely or without contradicting each other, but they all accept it as a
matter of fact... I’ve only been able to understand, again through the Director of the
Centre for Fictional Studies, that a very literal reading of Borges and Calvino were
the departure for this endeavor, which is aiming at completely institutionalizing the
idea of very different narrations of collective history being the result of diverging
perceptions of events as they take place. These gaps render reality discontinuous,
fragmentary and multiple, to the point that it becomes fiction... The willingness to
digress seems to be at the core of the whole reengineering strategy now taking place.
Anyway, I’ll be busy a few more days visiting these institutions and trying to make
sense of this gap-driven, fictional wave that is departing from the centre of the city
and already spreading across the nearer neighborhoods. It seems a bit as if a device
has exploded and the shock waves are gradually reaching and encompassing the
entire city... I thought of the idea of an exploding city for the title of the text, but
then again, it may be slightly too blunt or obvious... Hopefully I’ll get back to you
no later than Friday with the first draft of the article. Is this OK with you? I have
this feeling that I’m forgetting something, that I wanted to tell you about something
else, but I can’t really remember what... Well, if I don’t remember it, probably it isn’t
important at all...
Best,
Luis
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Mass murder and terrorism construct narratives from without, in acts of war and
ambush. They gather the distractive and the repressive in one indistinguishable
gaze. The spectacle produces imprints of itself upon the memory machines of mass
media. Collectivity, in this sense, becomes a weapon turned against itself—violence,

Contemplating—if such a thing is possible—this perversion of community through
viral images is not the endpoint in The Exploded City. In fact, it is the point of
departure. Standing before the model, one searches in vain for a sinister knowledge
to emerge from banal shapes. But there is nothing sinister to behold. Banality
seems defined by the absence of tragedy each is known to contain in reality. These
dumb objects prompt us to automatically splice together and rearrange them as
‘historic’ images, however unremarkable they began. And doing so highlights gaps
in communal identification and knowledge of the implacable. These incidents of
the recent past are a global image of division, dividing the world as it draws its own
      * * +"  Q (Q 
telegenic and lived reality, where the banal becomes sacrificial. His city is a view
of the world devoid of geography, only structures, truly Debordian in that it is an
(  * W &    *(  X
In the end, we are captives to the amateurism of piecing together reality through
 $*$ $  * $ Q W! *  $(  &
   R;7Q  ' (S    & X $& &(
last two decades gathered in the model, post-millennial acts of appropriation consists
less of subversive reclamation than in a vocational resistance implied in knowing
 Q($QQ+"¡$  Q   
act of knowing is tied to roaming. Here we move through a scaled down diorama of
violent moments in collision that shows urbanity drifting together as each city meets
similar outcomes. The movement implied in The Exploded City is tectonic, a phase
of political integration just before full homogenization, where structures permeate
each other out of time. Contemporary life is experienced as changes before the eyes, a
psychogeography blending the familiar and the foreign that brings to life the Surreal
W& X  &     Q  Q    
enter, where a foggy sense of orientation designates us as denizens.
Visually scaling the miniatures in The Exploded City
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fitting Walter Benjamin’s worst dreams. It confronts us with an absurd anti-site cast
in the political mold of fatalism and mass intimidation, a land of future shocks and
jolts designed solely to eclipse history in the most innocent edifices possible. The
wall text stages these buildings as subterranean wanderers, with repressed desires.
As haunting before the explosion as after, unaware of what type of futuristic targets
and primal shreiks they will become, these landmarks are similar to Kubrick’s aweinspiring standing stone in 2001: A Space Odyssey. Its object suggests circular time
with a monolith looming in the obscenity of predawn pointing to the revelation
*$   &!   6&$ $    ** 
fiction combined in the installation ‘frees symbolic volumes from time, and from
their lot as refugees from space’, showing us how, perhaps through our own travels,
cities wander and change irrevocably when we are not there.
This exploration rethinks site-specific currents in the visual arts, viewing everyday
$*     &&] ($W  
$  * (X
 &   *  (Q $ &$ &
between the nondescript and monumental architectures that colonize urban space.
Site becomes unspecific as a field of vulnerability of the already exploded. Thus,
it also reverses stale equations unraveling history as appropriations of site via the
‘aesthetics’ of global inequality and anachronism. It delivers us from the trained
triteness that has made the biennial age a cul-de-sac at times through a series of
reversals that stage a performance.
Attempts to reconcile the fictional account with the familiar texture of the maquette
lead to questions about the evolution of spectacle cultures through globalization.
This evolution mutates towards the inoffensive faces of capital, edifices built to
deflect critique and deny collective experience with anonymous vaults identifiable
only once their name joins grocery lists of infamy. Between futurism and atavism, it
is not clear which derives from which, only that both are increasingly streamlined
forms of mechanical reproduction.
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photographs could get copied? What if others create other CATALOGs?” Her reply
was, “That’s possible, I’m curious about it myself”. The possibility of derivates of an
& Q     Q   (*   +$Q
embracing such possibilities and using them as part of her work.
]    *   +$ #   *!$ 
in front of one of the CATALOGs laid out on the table. Digital copying may not be
a problem, but physically carrying them away certainly is, the CATALOGs were
attached to the table! I started to leaf through the CATALOG and ticked off the ones
I liked on the form in front of me. I would then download these one by one from the
Q(]&   $( $  +$ &(  Q  &1
>!> K=  &$   & *)(
  &  (  +$(Q ;;) 8::;!   & * 
different times and different places have been taken out of their original contexts
and put into 15 subjectively formed categories, forming paths with a variety of signs
and denotations that record or recount reality in a multipartite manner.
At first, the consecutively sorted full-page photographs seem to be gathered
randomly, not leaving any room for the viewer. As our brain is stimulated and
carried into memories, the randomness at times starts forming meaningful patterns.
In this sense, the CATALOG experience is not so different from the edits of Godard’s
counter-cinema movies, or amateur slide shows of holiday photographs. However,
the positioning of the work and the way in which it is situated with the form in front
of the viewer makes one pause, we make selections on the form and go back to the
pages, therefore constantly cutting into the recondite patterns.
People standing by a highway, official meeting rooms vacant of people, photographs
about photographs, sociopolitical uncertainties, moments of seemingly ordinary
situations laid bare, scenes of non-primetime places and instances, photographs
aiming to capture surplus times and places were the photographs I mostly marked
on the CATALOG form. The consecutively arranged photos of what occurred after
$    $ CQ= &!$Q ¡$ 
whether there exists a relation, a chained significance between these events. In
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documenting the depression of the recorder and images depressing the world on the
same plane”. 2
By allowing parts of the CATALOG to be digitally downloaded from the website,
  +$  Q * C($ > Q & * 
(  (($* * Q  Q ( 
closes-, the work is to be withdrawn. It’s not within common norms for an artist to
relinquish control over what becomes of downloaded photos, choose not to know
who has possession of the photos and to what amount. On the one hand, Cennetoglu’s
attitude is against the ecosystem of the traditional art market, where every art
biennial is inevitabely a precursor to following art fairs. On the other hand, her
critique is an absolute norm compared to our everyday digital habits, where we are
so accustomed to digital copying, free distribution of digitized goods, insignificance
of originals, and having continuous new versions of products. Such gaps between the
“art world” and the “digital world” was best captured when Heath Bunting copied and
republished the website of 10th Documenta in 1997.3
  +$   ** * $@ @Q   
after 30 years, have kept up the conditions of Seth Siegelaub’s artist contract where
there’s a requirement to consult with the artist regarding how an art work is to be
shown even after its sales.) It is not an attitude of state supervised economy model
like in Siegelaub’s contract, nor is it a complete free market economy or an anti    +$**     (Q  
capital indifferent.
The stand taken by temporarily allowing the free distribution of the CATALOG -as
if to mockingly say “don’t miss this opportunity”- turns into, not an anti-capital,
but out-of-capital act. A restricted experiment on royalty, ownership, versions,
$   (>   **   Q  +$   
era of her thought.
1

My computer was stolen in September 2009, so I lost all downloaded photographs from the

CATALOG website. Later, the website was shut down.
2

<"+"" &)

3

 *8::] ($

Organizers of Documenta X announced that they will close the website after the event. As a reaction,

Heath Bunting copied the website and republished it on this address:
http://www.ljudmila.org/~vuk/dx/english/frm_home.htm
)

The artist’s contract written by Seth Siegelaub in 1971. http://geheimrat.com/thecontract.html
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further relates about Pizza City: “This is the melancholy hook-up to Burden’s Pizza
City; the life line not sanguine and robust, but stretched and vulnerable, civiliza         $MSX1, one
 $>+"RM  S 
 *&  
(*  
   ( Q &Q   Q
what he is exposing...
Undoing is a childlike wish, easy to perform on the computer, but very difficult to
1 !W  * X $*
to start from zero, from the planning potential of an architect, again in a childlike
manner. The models made out of cardboard resemble “easy to construct” versions of
famous buildings which are sold in museum stores, planning without inhabitation,
without urban space, without context. Undoing means to have wishes, to explore
 >+"    $      
in relation to the destroyed buildings he exposes. These buildings as signifiers of
power, but in his installation they are devoid of all aspects of power. This could
mean: Let’s start from scratch; we do not want that exposure of power anymore. But
then what? What would a city be like beyond aggression?
] >+"   *R (S   ((  
is he/she the visitor to fill in the blanks? The container located at the Arsenale in
 W C       = X 1
the aspect of relocation, but where to? Since Turkey is kept on hold in entering
MJ>+"    $ (   *  
situation, exposing the apprehensions the EU has towards Islam entering Europe.
When we read the background of the terrorists who blew up these buildings, does
this not confirm the prejudices of Islamophobia and xenophobia currently prevalent
in Europe?
>+"  '$( 
 &   
on the go, being an immigrant himself in the outdated exposure of national
representation in Venice. What seems to be a malign tumor of our society is
displayed as innocent accumulation of buildings prompting of immigrants forced
to leave their home with a chariot full of their belongings, without structure,
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without a clear destination, and without a future. The assemblage of the individual
$ *     C*   &
new to come, as if there was a vision. But the plan always includes the abyss of the
megalomania, of someone who assumes the position of knowing. In the case of the
Exploded City, we find ourselves beyond the plan. The individual buildings are not
$ Q  * *$   *   &( 
the victim of a terrorist act.
“Globalized Insecurity” 2 should be considered a chance to open up spaces for
counteracting this demagogy of threat. We should focus on new models, beyond
conventional patterns of security, based on creating spaces for communication and
understanding differences, spaces for encounters which do not avoid contradiction
and conflict. The invisible city of today and tomorrow means to continue to have the
courage to pursue dreams and visions.
1

. see: http://www.plexus.org/review/mumford/boytoys.html

2

. as the General Secretary of the NATO Anders Fogh Rasmussen recently defined the current societal
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gitme cesaretine sahip olmaya devam etmek demektir.
1

. http://www.plexus.org/review/mumford/boytoys.html
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The rhetorics of national representation, and the question of whether one can
escape it, seems to be inextricably bound with the Venice Biennale’s display system.
The most adequate response to that system appears to be a continuous articulation
*(&$!  !$   QQ ( $  +$
 >+"     * *$ (&$!
mapping starts already with the pavilion’s architecture that puts forward a number
of questions. Does it imply a temporary hub pointing to a future of Turkey amidst
the Arsenale and the recently built Chinese and Italian pavilions? Or is rather focusing on a nomadic character and a topical artistic practice?
Even more ambiguous questions seem to be raised by the presentation in the
pavilion dealing with the current situation of the artistic image. How does this
image relate to the omnipresent image of mass media? Did the medial image
reassess its iconography due to the visual impact of 9/11? What is its significance for
our image of history? Are our mental pictures still subjective of nature? Or are
they produced by the rhetorics of visual archives, and thus turned into a collective
memory? Could art counterattack that by creating ambiguous images? The Pavilion
of Turkey points to an even more specific phrasing: could a documentary aesthetics
mobilize medium-specific qualities in such a way that the lapses caused by mass
media images become visible and comprehensible? Could such a disorientation be
affected by Calvino’s Invisible City and be reconstructed in the architectonic archive
of an Exploded City?
Be that as it may, the Turkish Pavilion clearly creates an image where the impossible
interpretation of violence and repression, and the possible violence of interpretation
and signification are both implied and questioned. Eventually, such an image
requires a novel ideal of human liberation interconnecting freedom with oscillation,
plurality, and erosion of the principle of reality. Then an image presenting the world
as a sound rational order becomes substituted by an ambiguous re-presentation.
A re-presentation erasing the paradigm of the unitary belief in a history of
progression, while installing a sensitive interlacing of fact and fiction accompanied
with an artistic search for the potential and promise of indeterminateness. No longer
will people be silenced by the idea of a singular form of humanity. Ultimately, the
mass-medial world of generalized communication will explode into a multitude of
local rationalities where ethnic, religious, cultural, and aesthetic minorities will all
speak for themselves in a celebration of singularity and individuality.
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It is not often that in the context of the Venice biennial, one can experience a new
temporal architectural structure that is in fact an exhibition space designed by
the curator her/himself. It is not an artistic work, but rather a carefully designed
temporal space for housing the two artists and their works. Designed by Basak
Senova, the pavilion offers one significant and rather critical point: we witness
an architectural responsibility as an unassuming element of the exhibition,
premeditated especially for the two featured artists.
It is a proven fact that Venice thrives on traditional forms of presentation and
celebrates a rather unique usage of public space. In that sense, we have to see the
Turkish pavilion more than the sum of its parts: with installation projects -one
which is a process oriented editorial concept initiated by the viewer, and the other
a more classic sculptural installation- both, apart from their conceptually intriguing
promise, hugely benefit from the structure that actually contains them, defines
them, and directs the viewer.
One can argue that the pavilion is in a sense a ‘non-pavilion’, to borrow from and
to paraphrase Smithson’s terminology. This is a rather unusual dialectic, however
it does something if we try to explain how it is possible for a temporal structure to
successfully domesticate itself as if it always belonged there, adjunct to the Arsenale
as a vital ‘organ’. And if we compare the pavilion’s formal structure to an object that
‘remains a mental problem rather then physical reality and a product of thought
  &*   W ;;X Q  Q
there seems to be a parallel process of converging within each work, unmaking
and reassembling, covering a certain physical and emotional distance between the
representation of space and the viewer as its navigator. This quality is evident in
the physically modest but conceptually significant Turkish pavilion, which sends a
rather important message outward: a distilled communication between curatorial,
architectural, and conceptual forces can eventually help us understand the true
nature of multidiscipline and scale. As Smithson so poignantly declares, “there is no
real extension of scale taking place simply by spreading materials inside the room”.
* ( *&  *   QQ#>  > ;;W(   
*Q
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Lippard, 1975, Los Angeles, USA; 87-89.
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The phenomenon of memory, the result of a visual and mental process that moves
from what is perceived to what is re-elaborated and fixed in the mind, is by nature
an act of construction and reconstruction, of retrieval and identification. What
memory is, or rather memory and consciousness, is in itself an unstable inclination,
mystification, interpretation and partial documentation through a constant activity
of addition and subtraction, experience and induction.
! * 
$     ** 
levels of the language of memory through the physicality of the exhibition space
itself. Thus the pavilion displays all the features of an appendage that is uncertain,
yet resists a pre-existent construction, from which it seems to acquire stability
and support, representing a variation and temporary stratification of it, within
a contextual autonomous identity. Like every addition, which in its turn may be
absorbed by what is “permanent”, this place that is openly transitory and physically
limited represents -through its very presence- the phenomenology of what time may
subtract or definitively sediment, through the process of general accumulation.
The partial and imprecise division of the areas in the interior underscores the
temporary aspects of what is preserved and reconstructed posthumously. The
representation of events, deciphered by the individual or collective memory, tends
towards a state of suspension and the repositioning of consciousness. Both in
 $  +$Q 
  & *      
>+"Q  * $   $1    *  &
asynchronous events visually and mentally creates a new possibility of a real past,
revealing -in the contingent unreality- a very personal and new idea of it that
oscillates between the partiality of an abstract state of consciousness and a present
materiality.
Thus through fragility, a new desire for memory is created, a state of memory that is
not simply the practice of recording or contemplating, but a situation of resistance,
construction, and interaction to be investigated beyond what is fixed in the fragile
personal and collective equilibrium.
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%DíDNìHQRYD is a curator and designer based in Istanbul. She studied Literature and
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De Appel, Amsterdam. She is one of the founding members of NOMAD and has been
writing on art, technology and media since 1995.
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University in Istanbul in 2006 and he completed a two-year residency at
Rijksakademie van Beeldende Kunsten, Amsterdam, The Netherlands, from 2007
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Berkeley Art Museum and Pacific Film Archive BAM/PFA, 2010, Kunsthalle Basel,
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Berlin, 2008 and 9th International Istanbul Biennial, Istanbul, 2005.
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%DQX&HQQHWRêOXis an artist based in Istanbul. She works with photography,
installation and printed matter. Her recent exhibitions include “Guilty feet have got
no rhythm”/ Kunsthalle Basel, Manifesta 8, “Sample Sale 2010 BC” / Rodeo.
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Got No Rhythm”/Kunsthalle Basel, Manifesta 8, “Sample Sale 2010 BC”/Rodeo yer

1D]OÈ*UOHN is a curator and critic based in Istanbul. She holds an MFA in Curating
from Goldsmiths and a BA in Painting from the Academy of Fine Arts of Florence. She
is also a founding member of the publishing house IMpress.
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(PUH(UNDO is a practicing architect and a sound artist from Ankara and Istanbul. His
prize-winning projects for Architectural and Urban Design competitions, as well as
completed buildings received several awards. In addition to his professional designs
in interactive media in Turkey and the USA, his sound art installations have been
featured in venues including the 8th Istanbul Biennial, Istanbul Architecture Festival,
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Utopia Management. She worked as Consultant and Program Specialist for Visual
Arts of Turkey at The Strategic Planning Strategic Planning Department, Abu Dhabi
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executive assistant to director of the Platform Garanti CAC, was the assistant curator
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/XLV6LOYD is the Co-Director of Kunsthalle Lissabon, in Lisbon. He was a participant
of De Appel’s Curatorial Programme in Amsterdam, where he co-curated the “I’m not
here. An exhibition without Francis Alys”. He collaborated with Rhizome at The New
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has curated several projects independently and has published extensively reviews and
texts addressing the issues of art and media.
/XLV6LOYD Lizbon’daki Kunsthalle Lissabon’un yöneticilerinden biridir.
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0DWWKHZ6FKXPis currently a writer based in Southern California and Berlin. His
work connects modern imaginations of the city with contemporary practices.
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issues ranging from politics and economics to cultural sustainability in networked
environments. His systems have been featured in online and onsite exhibitions in the
form of prints, animation, software, and installations.
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sergilenmektedir.
%DUEDUD+ROXE is an artist based in Vienna. She has co-founded transparadiso
with architect and urbanist Paul Rajakovics in 1999. She has been a member of
the editorial board of dérive_magazine for urban research in Vienna since 2001;
a member of the Public Arts Committee of Lower Austria from 2005 to 2007; and
president of the Secession, Vienna from 2006 to 2007. In 2007, she received the
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fellow at the Institute for Art and Design, Faculty of Architecture, Vienna University of
Technology since 2010.
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devam etmektedir.
+HQN6ODJHU is dean of the Utrecht Graduate School of Visual Art and Design
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2008 Shanghai Biennial.
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<DQH&DORYVNL is an artist based in Skopje. His work has been described as
multifaceted, collaborative, context-oriented and drawing-based. Recent individual
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Galerisi’ndeki “Obsessive Setting”dir.
0DUFR0LODQis an independent curator working between Vienna, Venice and the
Middle East. He has just realized a series of art books focused on the young artists of
the Mediterranean area and published by Editalia. Being an artist himself, he founded
an association based in Vienna, to perpetrate and encourage intercultural dialogue
and curatorship of new projects in the creative, social and anthropological fields.
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Istanbul Foundation for Culture and Arts
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Eray Makal, 12punto
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www.venicebiennial-turkey.org
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This project is realized under the auspices of
7XUNLVK0LQLVWU\RI)RUHLJQ$IIDLUVwith the contribution of
WKH3URPRWLRQ)XQGRIWKH7XUNLVK3ULPH0LQLVWU\
Bu proje T&'ÈíLíOHUL%DNDQOÈêÈ himayesinde,
7&%DíEDNDQOÈN7DQÈWPD)RQX.XUXOX+&%
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